
Head of Product @ Dynamhex

About Dynamhex

Dynamhex is a climate action company working to help our customers understand and reduce their carbon footprint to fight
climate change. Our customers can save the world and we’re here to help them. By automating Greenhouse Gas Inventories,
Carbon Footprints, Climate Action Plans and solution impact evaluation, Dynamhex empowers its customers to spend less time
analyzing climate action, and more time taking it.

We are looking to expand our team with professionals passionate about climate action and technology - if this sounds like you,
please apply and reach out - we’re excited to meet you!

About The Role

As the Head of Product at Dynamhex, you will assume a leadership role and co-create product vision and roadmap for the
company as we refine our B2B and marketplace products. This position will report directly to Dynamhex’s CEO and provide
leadership throughout the organization. A critical role for Dynamhex, the right candidate will push the business forward by
identifying and presenting growth opportunities within the product, working cross-functionally with the Revenue and Engineering
organizations, and becoming a culture creator.

As part of the interview process, you will have an initial screening call, meet with the hiring manager, potentially complete a skill
alignment assessment and meet with members of the broader team.

Core Responsibilities

● Co-create the product vision for Dynamhex by defining and aligning the strategy and roadmap
● Strategically plan and management of the entire product portfolio across various internal teams
● Define, monitor relevant KPIs and set control measures objectives from concept, requirement documentation to testing

and launch
● Evaluate current and future business cases for multitude of evolving customers, partners and stakeholders
● Instill usability and customer-focused design practices within product team

Skills & Qualifications

● 7+ years of experience in software, eCommerce, or other digital product management
● 3+ years of experience leading multi-functional product groups, designers, managers and/or engineers
● Background in design or development, or expertise in user interface/digital interface design
● Experience in Figma, and basic understanding of HTML, CSS, preferred
● Experience in Lean UX, Agile delivery methodologies preferred
● Nice to Haves: Experience in energy, sustainability or climate action or with early stage companies

Benefits Included in an Offer

● Salary, Base + Equity Incentive Plan
● PTO
● Health, Dental, and Vision Insurance
● Positions are fully remote. Dynamhex is considering office locations and you may have the opportunity to join an office in

the future.  No remote employees, at any point, will be required to move in order to maintain employment.

Dynamhex Core Values

Energetic The Climate Action industry is fast developing. Between Electrification, Sustainability, Carbon Offsets, and growing
customer needs, the need for action is now.  Our team brings the energy to connect customers to their pathways to Net Zero.

Accountable As a growing company, our team members are responsible for their tasks, for innovating and for treating one another
with respect.  We empower our employees to own their role, raise challenges and solve problems with the help of their colleagues.

Impactful Your work matters.  As a mission driven company, the Dynamhex team is delivering a product that will help save the
planet.  We work together to grow our company through a sustainable and profitable model.

To Apply: Please Email resume and a short description of your fit with this role to careers@dynmhx.io

mailto:careers@dynmhx.io

